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Abstract 

A new probing mechanism and an active 
compliance control algorithm have been developed 
for the h-circuit test of a PCB. Commercially 
available robotic probing devices are incapable of 
controlling contact force generated when a rigid 
probe contacts with a solder joint at high speed. 
This uncontrollable excessive contact force makes 
some defects on the surface of the solder joint, 
which is plastically deformable over some limited 
contact force. This force also makes unstable 
contact motions resulting in unreliable test data. 
To overcome these problems, we propose that 
serially connected macro and micro actuators with 
active compliance provide the best potential for the 
safe and reliable in-circuit test. Moreover, the 
depth of penetration on a solder joint can be 
regulated after contact. This paper describes the 
design characteristics, modeling, and control 
scheme about the newly proposed devices. The 
comparison of conventional passive compliance and 
force feedback control methods with the proposed 
control scheme for the contact force control is 
presented. The experimental results clearly show 
the effectiveness of the proposed system. 

1. Introduction 

Recent advances in the SMT( surface mount 
technology) lead to the high integration of a 
PCB( printed circuit board ). Consequently, the 
inspection for the assembly of a PCB needs higher 
reliablility, compactness, and accuracy. The in - 
circuit test is to probe the integrity of the 
conductivity of the soldering on a PCB at high 
speed. It has been a very important process in 
quality controls that checks the correctness of 
positioning assembled electrical parts such as 
resistors, capacitors, and ICs, and detects faults of 
soldering. The previous in-circuit test was carried 

out on a fixture with many test probes h e d  at 
the same position according to the pattern of a 
PCB. The measurement reliability of this method 
is largely dependent on the production technology 
of the kture.  The narrower lead pitch which is 
the distance between two adjacent leads of an 
electrical component, the more difficult insertion of 
probes into the corresponding position of the 
fixture. Besides, the fixture should be frequently 
changed according to any model changes of PCBs. 
Therefore, this method is not adequate to 
prevailing FMS( flexible man- g system). 

In order to solve these problems, a flying 
probing method has been developed that is using a 
test probe installed at the endeffector of a robot. 
The probe contacts actively with the surface of a 
solder joint, while absorbing the impact energy 
only by passive springs as shown in Fig. 1. But 
probing devices currently used in industry are 
incapable of controlling contact force generated 
when the probe contacts with the solder joint at 
high speed( 0.2 - 0.4 dm). This 

f moving direction 

solder joint 

Fig. 1. Conventional probes for in-circuit test 

uncontrolled excessive contact force makes 
frequently defects on the surface of the solder joint 
which is plastically deformable over some limited 
contact force. It also causes oscillatory contact 
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motion. Excessive plastic deformation on the 
surface of a solder joint causes artificial faults. 
The deformed surface is easily corroded by its 
oxidation. The corroded solder is likely to crack 
under a small shock. In addition, oscillation may 
become reasons of incorrect measurement. The 
probe is required to contact a large number of 
solder joints of different size, fillet, and stifhess 
without such damages and oscillation with a 
given working time. The average working time 
for one component is about 0.3 sec. 

Contact with nonzero approach velocity between 
two objects discontinuously changes the c 
characteristics. This phenomenon is cal e 
contact transition. Active contact transition control 
by robot has been very difficult because of its 
high impedance: large mass or high stifsless[l]. 
As contact occurs very fast, limited control 
bandwidth of conventional robot controllers restricts 
their active force control. 

Concept of the macrolmicro manipulators has 
been proposed as one of the methods to solve 
these problems[l][2]. A macro manipulator acts 
merely as a positioncontrolled transportation 
system, while a micro manipulator attached to it is 
position, forcecontrolled and actually carries out 
the task[3]. Features of micro manipulator devices 
are low mass, high resolution and low fiction. 
Therefore, this double structured manipulator has 
higher control bandwidth and stability of executing 
a task than a conventional robot. Design and 
control of micro motion device is absolutely 
important to success at this system. Various 
researches have been taken to building micro 
motion actuators that can be attached to 
robots[3] [4] 151. These actuators include electrical 
servo motors, magnetic bearings, hydraulics and 
electro-magnetic devices[3]. They have been mainly 
applied in fields of assembly and machining[4][5]. 

Various methods for contact transition control 
have been proposed. The existing methods can be 
mainly classified into two categories[6]: 
control[S] [9] and discontinuous csntrol[lO 
most of them have considered the contact 
transition on a hard surface and pursued to control 
the impact force by the improv 

s o ~ ~ e ~ n ~ ,  a new control s 
posed. ~ ~ n e r ~ l y  contact t ~ ~ ~ ~ i t i ~ m  
structured in three stages: free mo 
trained motion[7]. Most of plastic 

are determined by the impact force. Therefore, a 

impact force control is essential to control the 
depth of penetration. 

Researches in this in-circuit test process have 
en rarely reported in the previous work. This 

paper presents a new probing system co 
serially cQnnected macro/micro actuators to 
the process purpose. A 2 DOF macro 
consists of two compact dc servo motors for wide 
working space, while a micro actuator b 
electro-magnetic principle has more accurate, but 
smaller working space. 

The next chapters describe design characteristics, 
analysis, and control of the proposed device. The 
performance of the proposed contact control 
method is presented by comparing with a 
conventional passive compliance and a force 
feedback control methods. The experimental results 
show the effectiveness of the proposed system. 

2. Design Characteristics 

The proposed probing system of Fig. 2 adopts 
the concept of a macro and micro motion device. 
As fillet of the solder joints varies according 
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Fig. 2. A schematic of 
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stroke of translatiod motion is designd as 25 mm 
e data of the actual PCBs. Consequently, 

the proposed macro motion device moves 
translationally and rotationally. 

The motion of a micro probing device needs 
just one degree of translation freedom. At which a 
probe contacts with a solder joint a motion of the 
micro device should be constrained only in up and 
down directions to maintain the condition of the 
contact uniformly. The micro motion device utilizes 
the Lorentz force: the force generated by a 
current-carrying conductor in a static magnetic 
field. This approach to micro device is considered 
with features that include a fast response, a 
minimal mass, and a linearizable force generation. 
This actuator is designed to act on only 1 DOF of 
translational motion by adopting the guide 
bearings. The conductor, moving coil, is positioned 
among four rectangular n e o d y r "  iron boron 
magnets which provide a high gap field The coil 
nurent I interacts with the field to produce a 
force fm., 

where B is the density of the magnetic flux and 
dl is an effective element of wire in the coil. The 
measured force in nominal position is 0.8 N/A. 
Each magnet is 10 x 8 x 2.8 mm and four 
magnets are placed to look at each other by two. 
The gap between magnets in the same side is 3 
mm, while the airgap is 0.5 mm. Coil resistance 
and inductance are approximately 4.8Q and 0.038 
mH. The coil is activated in current mode by an 
analog power ampliiier. The moving coil has 5 
mm stroke. The produced force linearlyvaries with 
theintensity of current regardlessof the position of 
the moving coil with respect to the magentic field 
as shown in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. Relationship between the Lorentz force and the 
current by varying the position of the moving coil 

The position of the micro motion device is 
measured by an optical sensor as shown in Fig. 4. 
Tlxs sensor is composed of a diode laser, two 
mirrors and a PSD( position sensing device ). Light 
rays €?om the k e d  diode laser are projected on a 
fixed mirror and reflected 90 O into the moving 
direction. The rays are projected on another 
mirror attachedto the moving coil and reflected 
into the PSD sensor. The centroids of the 
reflected light spots are easily obtained by 
measuring the output current of the PSD. The 
position sensing resolution of this device is 
approximately f 5 pm. 

w o n  sensing 
device fixed mirror 

I 
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moving mirror 

Diode 
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Fig. 4. Position sensing mechanism of the micro 
motion device 

3. System Modeling 

This chapter describes the dynamic modeling of 
the " i c r o  motion device for motion control. 
Dynarmc model of the macro motiondevice can be 
formulated by an integrated form considering servo 
motor and transmission devices as follows: 

e ( t )  + - 1 ( By + =)e(r) = -( 1 v, (t)- Kt - T, ( t )  ) (2) 
Me Ra Me Ra 

where 8 is a coordinate of the motion of motor, 
Me is the combined moment of inertia of motor 
and transmission devices, and B,, is the viscous 
fiction coefficient. Kt and K, are the motor 
constant and back emf constant, respectively. Ra is 
the armame resistance, Vt is the applied voltage 
to the motor, and T'(t) the disturbance load 
including Coulomb friction and gravity force. The 
coordinate 8 and the actual translational coordinate 
of probing system x are related by 

where R,is the radius of gyration. 
we can express the equation of motion of the 

micro motion device considering electrical and 
mechanical characteristics 
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X 
(4) 

GB1 
MLs3 + (MR + DL)s2 + (RD + B2 1' )s+ K,GBl 

- =  
r 

where P is the input voltage to the moving coil, B1 
is the Lorentz force constant, and G is the gain 
of the power amplifier. L and R are the 
inductance and the resistance of the coil. Ks is the 
feedback gain of the displacement, M is the mass 
of the moving coil and D is the viscousdamping 
coefficient. The electrical time constant, WR, was 
measured from the prototype micro motion device 
as follows: 

L 
R 
- ( 10"' [SI 

Therefore, the equation(4) can be rewritten as the 
following second order open-loop equation. 

4. Control Algorithm 

As the required working time for contact 
transition permits just 0.1 sec, a fast and stable 
contact control have to be achieved. This chapter 
describes a contact control algorithm using the 
macro/micro motion devices. Fig. 5 shows the 
proposed controller structure. 

I 1 

I I I 

Fig. 5 .  A proposed probing control scheme 

Let U,, x, represent the input vector of the two 
macro actuators( rotational and translational joints) 
and the position vector of the macro actuators 
respectively. In the noncontact mode, only 
position control of the macro actuator is needed 
which can be easily implemented by PID 
controller: 

where kmp7 kmd and kd denote the proportional 
gain, the derivative gain, and the integral gain in 
the macro actuator controller. 

On the detection of imjmt, the control mode is 
changed from the noncontact mode to the contact 
mode. In the beginning of the contact mode, the 
micro device is controlled to move backward once 
just after the contact, while the macro device is 
still moving by the control law in the noncontact 
mode. That is to decrease the impact force due to 
the sti l l  high inertia and the effects of disturbance 
due to the uncertainties such as the fillet of the 
target soldering and the distance between the probe 
and the soldering. At the same time, the macro 
actuator is controlled to be stopped. A control 
input of the micro device U, is 

un = 2, - krsgn(ef) t =  t, (8) 
where li, is a control input at nominal position, 
sgn is the sign funtion, and t, is the time of the 
detection of impact. 

s g n ( e f )  = 0 ,if kf s 0 

s g n ( e f )  = 1 ,if kf > 0  

where f is a contact force, fd is a desired contact 
force, and Mn is the mass of the micro motion 
section. kr is determined from experiments. The 
positions of the macro and the micro devices are 
triggered at the moment of the first contact. These 
positions are specifed as setpoints. The relative 
distance d between the probe and the contact point 
of soldering can be computed from the setpoints: 

where x,, x, are the setpoint positions of the 
macro and the micro motion device respecbvely. 
And x,(t), xn(t) are the positions of the macro and 
the micro motion device after contact respecQvely. 

A proportional position feedback and force 
feedforward( PPFF ) control is implemented after 
the control action equation (8). It takes the form 

where df is the relative distance of equation (11) 
when the control command (8) is finished, x,, knp, 
knfi and are the position of the micro motion 
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device, the proportional position feedback gain, the 
force feedforward gain, and the contact force 
during the constrained motion. 

In order to maintain a constant contact force 
and an allowable depth of penetration after contact 
the following property of compliance of the micro 
device is used in the force feedforward term of 
equation (12). If the current intesity of the moving 
coil I changes, the contact force varies. For a 
given displacement x from the nominal position, 
the current change is inversely proportional to the 
compliance C,,. 

(13) 
X e, = - 

B1I 

M e r  contact, the fc is d e h d  as follows: 

f c  

The PPFF control 
following constraints: 

x p  = 

Fig. 7 shows the force response at the flat 
surface of the soldering by 3 approaches. 

Fig. 6. A photograph of the proposed probing 
system prototype 

is implemented with the 
4r 

where xp is the depth of penetration, dPw, is the 
allowable depth of penetration. 

5. Experimental Results 

A series of experiments were executed to 
evaluate the realization of the proposed probing 
system under an actual environment. The prototype 
was driven successfully, The solder material used 
was a type of Sn -Pb (composition ratio 63 : 37 ). 
The force sensor provided reading upto 10N with 
a resolution of 0.000222 N. Two personal 
computers were used for controlling the macro and 
the micro motion device respectively. A servo 
motor controller with a digital signal processing ( 
DSP: TMS320C30) was used for the control of 
the macro motion device. The system was capable 
of 1 KHz servo rates. The sampling rate for the 
control of the micro motion device was 10 KHz. 
Fig. 6 shows the prototype of the proposed 
probing system. 

We set the allowable depth of penetration to 
0.15 mm. The desired contact force is chosen to be 
0.2 N. These values are selected from the 
experimental data of actual production. 

t 
I 

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 
-1 ' 

timelsec] 

Fig. 7. Comparison of conventional methods with the 
proposed method ( slant angle of contact point = 0 O ) 

The PID force feedback control method 
decreased the peak impact force by 30percent and 
largely attenuated the contact oscilliations than the 
passive compliance method. But the depth of 
penetration was produced approximately 0.18 mm. 
It had a limited capacity of reducing the peak 
impact force. In addition, unstable contacts were 
shown because of its sensitivity of noisy force 
feedback signals. The proposed control method 
showed the most stable result in controlling the 
contact force among the compared methods. The 
depth of penetration was measured about 0.1 mm. 
Although a rise time was slower than the PID 
force feedback method and less vibration was 
generated by a reprobing, this method satistied the 
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desired working time. The settling time was 
approximately 0.06 sec. Besides, as the proposed 
mzthod controled feorwardly independent of 
force feedback signals, it was less susceptible to 
noise[7]. 

The three dimensional shape of soldering results 
in the arbitrary value of the angle formed by the 
normal and the horizon of the s h c e  a prolbe 
contacts. Results of contact transition at the surface 
with the slant angle 30 are shown in Fig. 8. 
The PID force feedback control method had the 
same control gains as in case of the flat SWfaGe 
contact. It shows unstable contact "sition r d t .  
But, the proposed method presents the similar 
results like in Fig. 7. The results clearly 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed 
method. 

4r 
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Fig. 8. Comparison of conventional method with the 
proposed method ( slant angle of contact point = 30 ' ) 

6. Conclusions 

A new probing mechanism based on the macro 
and micro motion actuators concept was developed. 
It shows the effectiveness of contact control on the 
surface of the plastically d e f ~ ~ b l e  soldering. 

ateristics are suitable for tbe probing actuator. 
The experimental results indicate that the 

proposed contact control method is excellent in the 
controls of the depth of penetration, oscillation, and 
the peak of impact force compared with 
conventional passive compliance approach and a 
PID force feedback control method. 
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